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For Moms, Dads, Guardians, Grandparents, and Babysitters
to do with Great Kids!

what
what is
is ultrasquad?
ultrasquad?
Four girls are chosen to be a Secret
Inter-GIRL-actic Team!
With their new Ultra-Super-GirlPowers,
they team up with four bizarro-cute
extraterrestrial sidekicks to battle an evil force
determined to destroy the Galaxy.
Posey, Anna, Lyric, and Sky discover that their
unique personalities, passions and the power of
friendship can make a difference in and out of this
world.
They’re ultra-fierce,
they’re ultra-unstoppable,
they are...

the UltraSquad!
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A Letter from the Author
What was your favorite book when you were a child?
Wasn’t it magical to lose yourself in that book?
Maybe it made you laugh, cry, imagine, relax or feel more
confident that you weren’t alone.
Justice has created its own book magic: with ULTRA SQUAD!
Tweens are often underestimated—they’re still coming
into their own physically and socially, so at times they
get overlooked and not taken seriously. But as a mom
and author of books for this age range, I know just how
amazing kids this age can be!
ULTRA SQUAD was specially created for this generation
of girls who want to make the world a better place
through teamwork, positivity and justice. Who come
together and find out that their unique personalities
can truly make a difference in and out of this world.
Girls relate to the characters, get hooked into the
journey through outer space, cheer when they conquer
the bad guys, and laugh with hilarious ugly-cute space
aliens.
UltraSquad is a book with STEAM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts and Math) ideas! It meets many of the
Common Core Standards and National Science Standards.
It’s educational and it’s fun.
And it’s a quick read. As a mom, I love when my kids say
proudly, “I finished the book!”
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What’s a Graphic Novel?
And Why Read Them?
Like so many educators, teachers and most importantlykids- I’ve become hooked on graphic novels. Graphic
novels tell a story through sequential art, similar to
comic books, but they have more complex plots.
National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature,
Gene Luen Yang, gave a TED Talk called “Comics Belong
in the Classroom.” Some of the reasons teachers love
graphic novels in the classroom include that they’re
appealing to kids who are often visual learners, and
powerful motivators for reluctant and struggling
readers. And, they’re fun.
What’s STEM? STEAM?
STEM is Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math.
STEM education focuses on preparing students for
higher education and innovative careers in those
disciplines. It involves scientific inquiry and technical
design into the curriculum.
Add an A for Arts. The addition of arts to the concept of
STEM is adding creative thinking and applied arts into the
disciplines.
UltraSquad incorporates STEAM into the book and meets
many of the National Common Core State Standards.
Many of the activities in this book are STEAM-inspired.
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CONVERSATION PROMPTS
question

daughter

What is your
superpower?
Why did you
choose it?
What is
your dream
superpower?
What would you
do with it?
What is your
personal
motto?
If you
could have
a creature
sidekick, what
would yours
be?
If you could
transform
your school
bus into
anything, what
would you turn
it into?
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you

Pop Quiz! How Are You Unstoppable?
Take the quiz together!
Q1: Which word describes you best?
a. Strong
b. Smart
c. Chill
d. Creative
Q2: What is your zodiac sign?
a. Water sign (Pisces, Cancer, Scorpio)
b. Fire sign (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius)
c. Air sign (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius)
d. Earth sign (Capricorn, Taurus, Virgo)
Q3: What is your favorite type of movie?
a. Scary
b. Funny
c. Tear jerker
d. Action
Q4: What best describes your style?
a. Trendy
b. Vintage
c. Sporty
d. Relaxed

Answer Key:
Mostly A: Like Posey, you are ultra-unstoppable because of your cool
style and creative personality!
Mostly B: Like Anna, you are ultra-unstoppable because of your
awesome athleticism and spunk!
Mostly C: Like Sky, you are ultra-unstoppable because of your super
smarts and quirkiness!
Mostly D: Like Lyric, you are ultra-unstoppable because of your chill
personality and thoughtful attitude!
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Make an UltraSquad Friendship
Bracelet
The UltraSquad girls work together to form a team--and
a strong friendship! Make a friendship bracelet. Mix in your
favorite UltraSquad characters’ signature colors
(Posey-pink), (Anna-turquoise), (Lyric-purple), (Sky-green).
1. choose 4 colors of thread
2. Measure and cut your first strand. Measure a length of
thread slightly longer than the distance from your fingertip
to your shoulder and then cut it. use that thread to measure
and cut the other 3 stands.

3. Secure one end of the strands. Tie all the strands into a knot
at one end, and tape it to something secure, such as a chair back
or a dresser drawer.
4. Start braiding. Starting on your far right, turn the outside
strands to the inside, and cross the left outside strand over
the right strand.
5. Now cross the inside strands. Cross the right-side inside
strand over the right-side outside strand, and then cross the
left inside strand over the left-side outside strand and then
over the right side inside strand.
6. Continue the braid pattern until you have the desired length
of your bracelet.
7. tie off the end, leaving some excess thread to tie to the
other end.
8. TAKE THE TAPE OFF the opposite end and then tie around your
wrist.
You’re all done!
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how to draw a pallie
The Pallies are the UltraSquad’s sidekicks!
They’re extra-terrestrials from the planet
Palidoria, who help the girls on their missions!
Draw your own Pallie with these instructions.

STEP 1: DRAW AN OVAL. STEP 2: DRAW AN
BEAN SHAPED OVAL
BELOW IT.

STEP 4: DRAW
OVALS FOR EYES.
Add the Mouth,
Hair, fingers, and
toes.

STEP 5: add
eyebrows pupil
and highlight
shape. add teeth
and tongue to
mouth.

STEP 3: DRAW THE
BASIC SHAPE OF
THE ARMS, LEGS,
HANDS, & FEET.

STEP 6: fill in the
inside of the pupil
and the mouth and
You’re done! Good
job!

brought to you by Illustrator RafAEL Rosado
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Make a Bob-a-cado
The Pallies are extra-terrestrials undercover, so
they have to wear disguises on Earth -- and one of
Bob’s costumes is an avocado!

Let’s make a Bob-a-Cado!

TAPE OR GLUE BOB’S BODY PARTS TO
TOOTHPICKS AND STICK THEM IN AN
AVOCADO!
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STRANGEBOW CUPCAKES
In UltraSquad Book #2, the girls face a terribly warped
rainbow called The Strangebow, which makes its planet
dull and lifeless. Mix up some Strangebow cupcakes a tasty way to destroy a Strangebow. Then make some
UltraSquad colorful cupcakes!

STEP 1: Mix the white cake box mix
according to the directions. Divide
batter into separate bows to
correspond with how many colors
in each cupcake.
Dye each bowl with the colors:
For the Strangebow: Blend the
food coloring with black to make
dull colors like olive green, gray,
black, and brown.
For the UltraSquad: Use their
signature colors: Pink, blue,
purple, and green!
STEP 2: Line a muffin tin with
cupcake liners and alternate
dropping spoonfuls of each of
the colored mix into them.
STEP 3: Bake according to the
directions. Remove from the oven
and let cool.
STEP 4: Dye frosting in your
desired colors.
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CREATE YOUR OWN GRAPHIC NOVEL
Illustrate your own graphic novel!
Create your own individually or partner with a
family member to be the illustrator or writer.

DESIGN YOUR
BOOK COVER!
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Make “Posey’s UltraSparkle
Superpower” Slime

Find your favorite recipe for homemade slime
or from the store.
Posey’s signature color is pink, so pink it up! Or
have your child use her or his favorite color.
Posey’s superpower is UltraSparkle, so add
some shine.
Add glitter to the mix.
When her superpower activates, her bracelet
shoots out some of favorite things.
Add tiny plastic toys to your slime!
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Taco Tuesday
Louie the Pallie loves tacos! Make Louie a taco!

Crafty Tacos:
To make the taco shell, take a paper plate and
fold it in half.
Fill it with “toppings” Lettuce - green sliced up construction paper
Shredded cheese - yellow tissue paper
Meat - Brown construction paper
Tomatoes - Red construction paper
Taco sauce- Red marker or paint
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coloring page
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coloring page
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Create a Model of the Solar System
Be like Louie. Have a Taco Tuesday to celebrate
finishing the book! Show Louie to his meal.

Sort the plastic foam balls into different sizes. The
largest ball should be the sun. The next largest
should be Jupiter and Saturn, followed by Uranus and
Neptune, and then Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars and Pluto.
Paint the balls in these colors:
Yellow: Sun
Gray: Mercury
Brownish-yellow:
Orange :Jupiter
Pale yellow: Venus and Saturn
Red: Mars
Blue: Earth, Neptune and Uranus
Cut four rings out of poster board. They should be
large enough to make the planetary rings for Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Glue the planetary rings to
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.
Teach students the order of the planets. Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Jupiter, Uranus and Neptune.
Use this mnemonic device:
“My Very Excellent Mother Just Served Us Noodles”
Line up the planets in their order.
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Make Your Own Moon Surface
Create a replica of the moon’s surface using aluminum pie plates and moon sand.

Moon sand gets its name because of its crumbly texture
and how similar it looks to the surface of the moon.
While you can buy moon sand or “kinetic sand” at the
store, you also can safely and easily make your own.
Combine eight cups or flour and one cup of baby oil.
Mix it up until the oil has soaked into the flour.
Pour it into the pie plates for a round moon.
The moon has many craters created by impact.
Create craters by dropping different size round
objects (quarters, golf balls).
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coloring page
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activity guide key
here are the answer keys to the activity guide.

page 4 word jumble:
1. infinity
2. villain
3. spaceship
4. theory
5. dimension
6. explorer
7. countdown
8. speed
page 14 crossword:
1. Meteor
2. Galaxy
2 DOWN. GRAVITY
3. Black Hole
4. Light
5. Orbits
6. Rocketship
7. Squad
8. Planet
page 16 SCRAMBLED LOUIE:
FINAL phrase: WANT TACO
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